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Impact of Operations onImpact of Operations on
Data AnalysisData Analysis

Ed Ed HimwichHimwich, Brian Corey,, Brian Corey,
Mike Titus, Arthur Mike Titus, Arthur NiellNiell,,
Kerry Kerry KinghamKingham,, andand Axel Axel NothnagelNothnagel

Formatter Clock JumpsFormatter Clock Jumps

The Mark IV The Mark IV correlatorcorrelator does not handle arbitrary does not handle arbitrary 
formatter offsetsformatter offsets

If subIf sub--second portion (available from second portion (available from gpsgps--fmoutfmout or or 
fmoutfmout--gpsgps) of the clock offset exceeds about ±30 ) of the clock offset exceeds about ±30 
milliseconds it must be reset.milliseconds it must be reset.
If the integer second portion (available normally If the integer second portion (available normally 
from “from “sysy=run =run setclsetcl &”) of the clock offset exceeds &”) of the clock offset exceeds 
about ±5 seconds it must be reset.about ±5 seconds it must be reset.
Correct as soon as possibleCorrect as soon as possible

Smaller offsets should Smaller offsets should notnot be removed.be removed.
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Extra Cable delayExtra Cable delay

Avoid interrupting 5 MHz to the Cable Calibrator Avoid interrupting 5 MHz to the Cable Calibrator 
antenna unitantenna unit

If you leave the cable extender for the cable If you leave the cable extender for the cable 
measurement in the line by accident, don’t take it measurement in the line by accident, don’t take it 
out once the experiment has started unless you out once the experiment has started unless you 
believe there is something wrong with the believe there is something wrong with the 
extender.extender.
Likewise, do not make the cable measurement Likewise, do not make the cable measurement 
during the experiment. If you forget to make it during the experiment. If you forget to make it 
beforehand, please wait until the end.beforehand, please wait until the end.

Please note: phase meter must be in the middle half Please note: phase meter must be in the middle half 
of the rangeof the range

Sensitivity EffectsSensitivity Effects
σ

Geodetic Precision is roughly proportional to observation sigma σ  
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 σ  is the precision of the observation (sigma) or how good a measurement we are 
making (the smaller the better) 

 SNR is the signal-to-noise ratio, or how much stronger the signal is than the noise 
(the larger the better) 

 1SEFD  is SEFD at antenna 1 (the smaller the better) 
 2SEFD  is SEFD at antenna 2 (the smaller the better) 

 intT  is the integration (recording time) of observation (the larger the better) 

 cS  is the correlated source flux (the larger the better) 
 Observation sigma σ is inversely proportional to SNR 
 Observation sigma σ is proportional to square root of product of SEFDs 
 Observation sigma σ is inversely proportional to square root of intT , recording time 
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Effect of a Warm ReceiverEffect of a Warm Receiver

If one station’s receiver is warm, that station’s SEFD might typIf one station’s receiver is warm, that station’s SEFD might typically go up by a ically go up by a 
factor of 3.factor of 3.

Then the average sigma would go up a factor of  or about 1.7, a Then the average sigma would go up a factor of  or about 1.7, a station station 
position estimate that would have been precise to about 5 mm wouposition estimate that would have been precise to about 5 mm would ld 
instead be precise to about 8.5 mm.instead be precise to about 8.5 mm.
Warm receiver with SEFD 3 times normal is the same as observing Warm receiver with SEFD 3 times normal is the same as observing 1/3 of 1/3 of 
the timethe time
Target (minimum) SNR values are typically 20 at XTarget (minimum) SNR values are typically 20 at X--band, there are no band, there are no 
fringes of SNR falls below about 7.fringes of SNR falls below about 7.

With an SEFD 3 times normal, the equivalent target SNR becomes 1With an SEFD 3 times normal, the equivalent target SNR becomes 11, the result 1, the result 
is not fatal and many observations still exceed the target.is not fatal and many observations still exceed the target.

A warm receiver at one station usually won’t destroy an experimeA warm receiver at one station usually won’t destroy an experiment as is.nt as is.
However, it may prevent fringes to a high SEFD station if it wasHowever, it may prevent fringes to a high SEFD station if it was scheduled with a scheduled with a 
lower SNR target. For example baselines to O’Higgins are typicallower SNR target. For example baselines to O’Higgins are typically scheduled ly scheduled 
with a target of 15. If Hobart warmswith a target of 15. If Hobart warms--up the SNR is reduced below 9 and the up the SNR is reduced below 9 and the 
HobartHobart--O’Higgins baseline will be marginal at best.O’Higgins baseline will be marginal at best.

Stopping and reStopping and re--cooling is not the automatic solutioncooling is not the automatic solution
Suggestion: only reSuggestion: only re--cool ifcool if

The RX is warm at the start of the experimentThe RX is warm at the start of the experiment
You have high confidence you can reYou have high confidence you can re--cooling quickly, say in 6 hours or lesscooling quickly, say in 6 hours or less

Not reNot re--cooling is acceptablecooling is acceptable

Other effects that increase SEFDOther effects that increase SEFD

Pointing off by one half of a fullPointing off by one half of a full--widthwidth--halfhalf--maximum (FWHM)maximum (FWHM)
Drops the response of the antenna by a factor of two and so Drops the response of the antenna by a factor of two and so 
doubles the SEFD and the sigma is increased by sqrt(2)doubles the SEFD and the sigma is increased by sqrt(2)

If the focus is off, the same rule applies.If the focus is off, the same rule applies.
If the response is down half, the SEFD is doubled and the If the response is down half, the SEFD is doubled and the 
sigma is increased by sqrt(2).sigma is increased by sqrt(2).

Poor image rejection:Poor image rejection:
FrontFront--end, doubles the noise level in all channels, so end, doubles the noise level in all channels, so 
increases sigma by sqrt(2).increases sigma by sqrt(2).

also does bad things to phasealso does bad things to phase--cal: adds spurious signalscal: adds spurious signals
VC/BBC, doubles the noise level in that channel, so VC/BBC, doubles the noise level in that channel, so 
increases the sigma by about a small amount, but is bad in increases the sigma by about a small amount, but is bad in 
other waysother ways
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Other issuesOther issues

Missing channelsMissing channels
Each lost channel reduces data yield by about 7%Each lost channel reduces data yield by about 7%
It can compromise the delay resolution function, It can compromise the delay resolution function, 
please see the accompanying writeplease see the accompanying write--up in the up in the 
notebook by Axel notebook by Axel NothnagelNothnagel

PhasePhase--calcal
Should be about 1% in powerShould be about 1% in power

Too strong reduces sensitivity and produces spurious Too strong reduces sensitivity and produces spurious 
signalssignals
PhasePhase--cal too weak and existing spurious signals can be cal too weak and existing spurious signals can be 
a problema problem

Station Performance 2004Station Performance 2004

Results for 153 Sessions (29 not included)Results for 153 Sessions (29 not included)
966 Sessions Days (about 80%)966 Sessions Days (about 80%)
121 Days Data Lost ~ 121 Days Data Lost ~ 12.5 %12.5 %

For 2003 ~ 14.2%For 2003 ~ 14.2%
For 2002 ~ 12.2%For 2002 ~ 12.2%
For 2001 ~ 11.6%For 2001 ~ 11.6%
Subset of 1999Subset of 1999--2001 ~ 11.8%2001 ~ 11.8%

This loss is expressed in observing time, overall data This loss is expressed in observing time, overall data 
loss is about twice as much, or about loss is about twice as much, or about 25%25%
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Data Loss by SubData Loss by Sub--system 2004system 2004

Sub-system 2004 Loss % 2003 %

Antenna 32.9 17.8
Receiver 18.0 25.2
Recorder 11.2 10.9
Unknown 10.1 12.6
Miscellaneous 8.0 6.0
Rack 6.8 5.0
Operations 6.1 3.6
RFI 5.1 9.3
Shipping 1.4 6.1
Clock 0.5 3.4
Software 0.0 0.1

Total 100.0 100.0

Litany Of Problems (compiled by Mike Titus)Litany Of Problems (compiled by Mike Titus)

TIGO X band problem.TIGO X band problem.
Spurious signals in phase cal (sometimes requiring manual Spurious signals in phase cal (sometimes requiring manual pcalpcal refourfitrefourfit). ). 
RFI RFI -- often S4 at Westford, often S4 at Westford, MedicinaMedicina and occasionally and occasionally WettzellWettzell -- and various other channels and various other channels 
at other stations (nothing systematic sticks out though at other stations (nothing systematic sticks out though -- unless unless TIGO'sTIGO's problem is really problem is really 
RFI!). RFI!). 
Manual phase cal used at Manual phase cal used at KokeeKokee (will this ever be fixed?). (will this ever be fixed?). 
Processing in two passes due to late arrival of Hobart disk (occProcessing in two passes due to late arrival of Hobart disk (occasionally others too). asionally others too). 
Various antenna failures (often drive motors, sometimes pointingVarious antenna failures (often drive motors, sometimes pointing or pointing computers, or pointing computers, 
hydraulics, mounts/rails). hydraulics, mounts/rails). 
Mark5A hangs, or bad modules having to be switched out (causing Mark5A hangs, or bad modules having to be switched out (causing missed scans). missed scans). 
One bad disk in Mark5A disk pack. One bad disk in Mark5A disk pack. 
SeshanSeshan upper X band upper X band rolloffrolloff. . 
GilcreekGilcreek pass overwriting. pass overwriting. 
Low fringe and phase cal amplitude in individual channels, sometLow fringe and phase cal amplitude in individual channels, sometimes requiring deletion of imes requiring deletion of 
said channel. said channel. 
Warm receivers. Warm receivers. 
FortalezaFortaleza poor playback. poor playback. 
IonosphericIonospheric disturbances. disturbances. 
FortalezaFortaleza low amplitude in upper X band channels (WACO only mentioned).low amplitude in upper X band channels (WACO only mentioned).
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Reduced Channel AmplitudeReduced Channel Amplitude

Caused by Spurious Signal, RFI, bad channels, etc.Caused by Spurious Signal, RFI, bad channels, etc.
Sometimes channel must be deletedSometimes channel must be deleted
See accompany fringe plotsSee accompany fringe plots::

HartRAOHartRAO autocorrelation: strong spur, channel deletedautocorrelation: strong spur, channel deleted
MateraMatera--WettzellWettzell S Band & S Band & MateraMatera autocorrelation: strong autocorrelation: strong 
spur at spur at MateraMatera
GilcreekGilcreek--Westford SWestford S--band, bad BBC at band, bad BBC at GcGc, RFI at , RFI at 
Westford, note: Westford, note: sidelobessidelobes of MBD highof MBD high
TIGOTIGO--WettzellWettzell, Upper X, Upper X--band problem at TIGOband problem at TIGO
GilcreekGilcreek--Hobart SHobart S--band, Hobart noisy LO in VC14band, Hobart noisy LO in VC14
SeshanSeshan--WettzellWettzell XX--Band: Band: SeshanSeshan rollroll--off in upper off in upper 
channels, all four channels deletedchannels, all four channels deleted

Tape OverwritingTape Overwriting

See See GilcreekGilcreek--Hobart Fringe Plot with significant data Hobart Fringe Plot with significant data 
lossloss
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GilcreekGilcreek Maser Problem, Fall/Winter 2004Maser Problem, Fall/Winter 2004--20052005

See accompany fringe plots from R1154See accompany fringe plots from R1154
Phase jump at X and S at Phase jump at X and S at GilcreekGilcreek

See accompany clock/residual plots from R1150:See accompany clock/residual plots from R1150:
Problem: Problem: GilcreekGilcreek versus Westford, versus Westford, wrmswrms=149 =149 
picopico--secondsseconds

Normal: Normal: KokeeKokee versus Westford, versus Westford, wrmswrms=29 =29 picopico--secondsseconds

Very roughly the effect was to double Very roughly the effect was to double Gilcreek’sGilcreek’s
coordinate coordinate sigmassigmas

Corresponds to losing about 75% of the dataCorresponds to losing about 75% of the data
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PhasePhase--cal epoch jumpscal epoch jumps

AEDIT plot for R1171, see Station OAEDIT plot for R1171, see Station O
SS--band MBD delays jumpsband MBD delays jumps

SS--band ambiguity spacing is no longer 200 nanosecondsband ambiguity spacing is no longer 200 nanoseconds
If PhaseIf Phase--cal 5 MHz is interrupted there is 4 out of cal 5 MHz is interrupted there is 4 out of 
5 chance the epoch will change5 chance the epoch will change
Possible causes:Possible causes:

Disconnecting and reconnecting PhaseDisconnecting and reconnecting Phase--cal 5 MHz cable cal 5 MHz cable 
For example: Removing cable sign check extension For example: Removing cable sign check extension 
cable during session, cable during session, pleaseplease don’t.don’t.
Bad connectorsBad connectors
Bad power suppliesBad power supplies
Anything else that can cause the epoch of PhaseAnything else that can cause the epoch of Phase--cal cal 
pulse to changepulse to change
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